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Pop III binary formation
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Understanding this process is one of the main 
objectives for theoretical astrophysics

p From Big Bang to first objects (= Pop III stars)

ⒸNASA
z 〜 20-30

p Are Pop III stars formed alone?

And, how is the property of binaries, if formed?
We know little about it...

observed 
GW events?

or

z = 1100

single star binary/multiple

BH
BH

GW

Yoshida-san’s talk
Machida-san’s talk
Matsukoba-san’s talk
Shima-san’s talk
Oda-san’s talk

(Yoshida+08, Hosokawa+11,16, Hirano+14,15, Susa+14, etc.)



Pop III formation until the end of accretion: 
radiation feedback and fragmentation
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p Grid-base simulation
(spherical coords., Hosokawa+16)

p SPH simulation (Susa+14)

• low resolution in outer region
• single radiation source

• low resolution in HII region
• diffusion of turbulence(?)
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is smaller than that in Hirano et al. (2014). They found ∼1/3 of
the minihalos host such less massive clouds. It likely originates
in the lack of HD cooling in our simulations. As pointed out by
Hirano et al. (2014), HD cooling would be important for our
sampled halos that cool down to T ≈ 200 K.

The mean spin parameter of the clouds in Runs A is slightly
higher than that in Runs B, in contrast to the fact that the mean
spin parameter of halos in Runs A is slightly lower than that
in Runs B. It is not easy to give a comprehensible reason for
the trend, since the angular momentum of the central baryonic
component is determined at a much smaller scale than the halo
scale.

4.3. An Example Among the Local Simulations

We obtain 59 minihalos that are going to host first stars from
the cosmological simulations as described above. The next step
is to perform local RHD simulations of first star formation using
these minihalos as the initial conditions. In this section, we
show the results of a particular case among these minihalos in
which the low mass stars form, as in the case shown in Susa
(2013). The present result is consistent with that of Susa (2013).

In Figure 6, we show the density distribution of the gas within
2000 AU (=10−2 pc) in radius around the primary first star at
three epochs (hereafter we call the most massive star at the
final phase the primary star). The color denotes the density,
the small spheres represent the positions of the sink particles,
and their radii are proportional to the mass of the sinks. In
the early phase of the mass accretion (2180 yr after the first
sink, top), dense accretion disks form around the primary star
and we find a prominent spiral structure, similar to previous
works (e.g., Susa 2013). After a while, the spiral arms fragment
into sink particles, and the gas density surrounding the sink
particles declines because of the radiative feedback from the
stars (8180 yr, middle). Finally, the gas density around the sink
particles becomes much lower than the initial disk, which will
limit the further mass growth of the sinks (98780 yr, bottom).
The masses of the sinks at the final stage of the simulation are
in the range of 4 M⊙ ! M∗ ! 40 M⊙.

Figure 7 shows the number density of the gas nH (top), gas
temperature (middle), and H2 fraction yH2 (bottom) as functions
of the distance from the primary star. Each dot corresponds to
an SPH particle, and the three colors represent three snapshots
at different epochs that are equivalent to those in Figure 6.

In the early phase, 2180 yr after the formation of the primary
star, an accretion disk of nH ≃ 1012 cm−3 forms at inner 10−3 pc
(≃200 AU) region (top, red dots). The temperature of the disk is
!1000 K (middle, red dots) and it is fully molecular (bottom, red
dots). We also observe less dense particles of 1010–1011 cm−3

at r < 10−3 pc (top, red dots), which are located on the
polar region of the primary star. The temperature of these gas
particles is as low as several ×103 K, and the H2 molecules are
dissociated. The gas is heated by the chemical heating of the H2
formation process, which is prominent because of the presence
of photodissociative radiation from the protostar (Susa 2013,
see also Section 5). We also note that Turk et al. (2010) reported
the importance of chemical heating even before the protostar
formation. As the time proceeds, the gas density around the
central protostar gets lower and lower (top, green/blue dots),
and the temperature stays around 103 K ! T ! 104 K (middle,
green/blue dots). At the final stage, the gas is totally dissociated
and the density is as high as 107 cm−3.

Figure 8 shows the evolution of the six sink particles born in
this particular case on the M∗ − Ṁ∗ plane. The final mass of the

Figure 6. Density distributions at three snapshots: 2180 yr, 8180 yr, and 98780 yr
after the formation of the primary star by pseudo volume rendering. White
spheres represent the sink particles, and the size is proportional to their mass.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

primary one is as large as 40 M⊙, while the others are !10 M⊙.
The final mass accretion rates are Ṁ ! a few × 10−5 M⊙ yr−1,
which is much lower than the initial rate of 10−2–0.1 M⊙ yr−1

because of the radiative feedback effects. In addition, the mass
accretion rate at this later phase would be lower than this value
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where cs is the local sound speed and Σ is the vertical column
density. Because the spiral arms have Q1, gravitational
instability makes them prone to fragmentation. This feature is
not seen at lower resolution for the same epoch (Figures 3(a),
(b)). The evolution for this case is quite similar to that shown in
Vorobyov et al. (2013), who study disk fragmentation using 2D
face-on (thin disk) simulations at even higher resolution
than ours.

Our results suggest that the stellar mass growth is not
hindered, but rather accelerated due to disk fragmentation. This
is because newly created fragments rapidly migrate inward
through the disk and ultimately accrete onto the star. This
behavior is shown in Figure 22, tracking the orbital motion of
the fragments seen in Figure 3(c). Both fragments rapidly
migrate inward and reach the star in less than 100 years. Recent
3D simulations by Greif et al. (2012) also report a similar
rapid migration in highly gravitationally unstable disks. Greif
et al. (2012) conclude that the typical timescale for such
migrations is roughly the local free-fall timescale, the shortest
timescale for any physical process driven by gravity. For our
case B-NF-HR4-m20, the density near the disk midplane is
n 1011 -cm 3, for which the free-fall timescale is
tff2.5×102 years. The migration timescale is therefore

also of the order of the local free-fall timescale in our
calculations. The rapid inward migration of the fragments in
gravitationally unstable disks is also commonly seen in
simulations of present-day star and planet formation (e.g.,
Vorobyov & Basu 2006; Baruteau et al. 2011; Machida
et al. 2011; Zhu et al. 2012). These studies show that rapid
migration occurs roughly over the so-called type I migration
timescale
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Figure 22. Inward migration of two fragments (crosses) for case B-NF-HR4-
m20. As in Figure 3, colors represent the gas column density but for a smaller
region around the central star. The black (white) contours delineate the
boundaries where the Toomre-Q parameter takes the value Q = 1.0 (Q = 0.1).
Spiral arms and fragments consistently have Q< 1. Panel (a): Evolutionary
age t= 1.16×103 years (the same moment as in Figure 3) Panel (b): 80 years
later. The black and dark-blue crosses mark the positions of the two fragments
every 10 years.

Figure 23. Radial distributions of physical quantities for the circumstellar disks
shown in Figure 22: (a) Toomre Q-parameter, (b) vertical column density Σ, (c)
fragment mass Mf (Equation (29)), and (d) type I migration timescale
(Equation (28)). In each panel, the red curves pertain to the evolutionary state
depicted in Figures 3(c) and 22(a), whereas the blue curves correspond to 80
years later (see Figure 22(b)). These two epochs are also displayed in
Figure 24. In each panel, solid curves depict quantities averaged over the
azimuthal f direction. The dashed lines in panel (a) represent the minimum
values Qmin(r) in an annulus of radius r, which roughly trace the Q values
through either spiral arms or fragments. In panel (b), the thick dotted line shows
the profile Σ∝r−1 for reference. The colored dashed lines in panels (c) and (d)
represent the mininum values of the estimated fragment mass and corresp-
onding migration timescale in the annulus of radius r. In panel (c), the red filled
circles indicate the masses of the two fragments marked in Figure 22(a). In
panel (d), we also plot the Kepler orbital period *p=P r GM2Kepler

3 for
M*= 45.4 :M with a black dashed line.
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develop a new code, and then 
simulate Pop III binary formation



METHODS
Code development
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Strategy for code development
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(Abel&Wandelt 2002)

(Matsumoto 2007)

Adaptive Ray-Tracing

New code for Pop III binary formation!!

ü chemistry, cooling/heating
ü protostellar radiation

ü self-gravitational (M)HD
ü AMR

ü Radiation transfer
ü EUV, FUV

(Hosokawa+ 2016)

Pop III physics



SFUMATO
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(Matsumoto 2007)

Level 0

Level 1

• MHD (AMR)

• Resistivity
• Sink particle

• Seflgravity

�

�

Adaptive Mesh Refinement 
= high resolution where you need it minimum unit = cell

grid = collection of cells

refinement of grid

Oct-tree type block structure



Microphysics model for Pop III formation
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p Prim. chem. model (H, H2, e, H+, H-, H2
+, (He))

• chemical reactions

H photo-ion., H2 photo-dis., H- photo-det., H+ rec.,
H-/H2

+-channel & 3-body H2 formation, etc.

• cooling/heating processes
H photo-ion heat., H+ rec. cool., Lyα cool, free-free cool.,
H2 line cool (w/ fesc), chemical heat/cool, etc.

p Pop III proto-stellar radiation

- pre-calculated table of the results from stellar 
evolution code

(M, Mdot) → (L, R) or (L, Teff)

1-zone calc. w/ our chem. model

(c.f., Hosokawa+ 2016)

- extension to on-the-fly calculation with 
stellar evolution code is straightforward

Pop III star evolution model

10-2 Msun/yr

10-3 Msun/yr



area associated with the local opacity grid. By keeping Ac/AðlÞ ,
fM one never traces more than fM rays through any cell. To set up
the tree with the merging algorithm one now can set
NextRayNextLevel of the last of the four child (now parent)
rays to point to the merged ray number. NextRayThisLevel of
that last child (now parent) ray remains set to a negative integer
value. If merging is used one also needs to define a flag that
remembers that it is merged ray. This flag is needed to evaluate the
incoming photon flux of the merged ray from the sum of the
outgoing photon fluxes of the four parent rays. This setup strategy
of the tree is simple to implement, but conceptually not very
elegant since merged rays are labelled at a higher level than they
really are. However, since this does not affect the efficiency of the
integration we do not discuss this further here.

2.5 Ray ending criteria

In many problems of radiative transfer one can define a simple
criterion that allows one to stop tracing rays any further. In our
example, the propagation of ionization fronts, it is obvious that one
does not need to trace rays after most (e.g. 99 per cent) of the
photon flux NP/ð12 £ 4lÞ associated with a ray has been absorbed.
This leads to a dramatic reduction of computing expense if only a
small fraction of the volume is affected by the radiation. In general,
which ray ending criterion is suitable depends on the application at
hand.

2.6 Integrating along rays

The radial integration on Cartesian grids is done in an identical way
to the method explained in detail in ANM99, and we discuss it here
only briefly. One simply finds the intersections with the six planes
containing the faces of the next cell along the x-, y- and
z-coordinates, and computes the length of ray segments. The

shortest ray segment is the relevant one. In our example problem
one then knows the optical depth and hence the photon number flux
emerging after the ray has transversed the current ray segment.
This in turn gives the corresponding photoionization rate which is
then added to the total photoionization rate on the Cartesian grid. In
situations where the same radial integration has to be performed
multiple times, we find it advantageous to store the length of the
ray segments and the associated opacity grid indices for each ray.

2.7 Walking through the tree

One major advantage of the proposed method is the inherent tree
structure which allows quick multiple integrations once the tree has
been defined. Given the pointers NextRayThisLevel and
NextRayNextLevel which were introduced when the rays
were defined, walking through the tree is simple. It is programmed
by recursively calling a function that will first integrate the ray,
then call itself to integrate the ray given by NextRayNextLevel
pointer, and after that the ray recorded by NextRayThisLevel.
Before one calls this function to integrate NextRayNextLevel
one copies the integral quantities (e.g. the photon flux of the ray) to
all its child rays. Alternatively the routine before integrating a ray
could copy the integral quantity from its parent. The ray data
structure will also need to store a pointer to the parent ray.

3 EXAMPLE

We have tested our scheme on all cases presented in ANM99 and
found the results indistinguishable from their non-adaptive ray
tracing. As a new illustrative example we integrate the radial jump
condition of an ionization front in three dimensions.
Consider the simple case of a constant luminosity point source

embedded in a static medium of neutral hydrogen. The jump
condition along a ray at the location of the ionization front caused
by the source reads

NP

4pR 2
2

ðR

0

n 2aðTÞ dr ¼ n
dR

dt
: ð2Þ

Here, n denotes the number density of hydrogen nuclei, a(T) the (in
general) temperature-dependent recombination rate coefficient, R
the location of the ionization front, and NP the ionizing photon
number flux of the source. If one assumes the ionized material to
have a constant temperature and defines a4 ¼ að104 KÞ one can
integrate this equation with first-order differencing to find the
passing time, tp(R). The ray tracing gives one a list of DRi ray
segments from which one finds tp via

tiþ1
p ¼ tip þ DRinðRÞ

NP

4pR 2
2

ðR

0

n 2a4 dr

" #21

: ð3Þ

The integral of the recombinations from the source to the
ionization front is evaluated on the fly. Via this technique one finds
the entire evolution of the ionization front in one radial integration.
The passing time through a cell is taken to be the maximum passing
time evaluated from all rays passing the cell. The classical jump
condition gives, in the limit of small R, a speed of the ionization
front dR/dt exceeding the speed of light. To avoid unphysically fast
expansion times, we therefore limit the maximum Dtp to be the
light crossing time DR/c, where c denotes the speed of light. The
computation is carried out on a uniform Cartesian grid containing
1283 cells with the source at one of the corners of the grid. We start
with l ¼ 2 giving 192 base rays. To evaluate all arrival times

Figure 2. Illustration of how one base ray spawns child rays to sample a
uniform underlying grid, preserving the accuracy of the angular

integrations.

Radiative transfer around point sources L55

q 2002 RAS, MNRAS 330, L53–L56

Downloaded from https://academic.oup.com/mnras/article-abstract/330/3/L53/1051302/Adaptive-ray-tracing-for-radiative-transfer-around
by Tohoku University user
on 16 October 2017

A(d)RT Method
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(Abel&Wandelt 2002, Wise&Abel 2011)

level 0 level 1 level 2

(Górski+ 2005)p HEALPix

• originally for CMB analysis

• divide sphere into 12 x 4level patches

• function: (level, ID) -> (θ,φ) is provided

p ART (Adaptive Ray Tracing) method 

• Rays are split with HEALPix to ensure the 
minimum # of rays penetrating each cell surface

• Using this method for RT of EUV/FUV photons

H photo-ionization
EUV

FUV
H2 photo-dissociation

protostar

(≠ Authentic Radiation Transfer; Nakamoto, Umemura, Susa 2001)



RESULTS
Early results from test calculations
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Tests for radiation feedback: set-up
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• nH = 109 cm-3, Tgas = 200K

homogeneous H2 gas

level=0

level=1

level=13

p Model parameters

p Basic set-up

• central radiation source (Pop III star)

• initially homogeneous H2 gas

• L = 6x105 Lsun, Teff = 9000K Pop III star (100 Msun & 10-3 Msun/yr)

3x106 AU

• resolution at each level:

(8x8x8) x (8x8x8)
# of grids# of cells

hmin = 6 AU

• nested grid with level_max = 13

(cell size in ith level: h(i) = h(0)/2i)



Tests for rad. FB: case of fixed gas density 
with nH=109 cm-3
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Stromgren radius



Tests for rad. FB: case of initial gas 
density with nH=109 cm-3 (w/ HD update)
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Expansion of HII bubble seems properly calculated



Tests for collapse of rotational 
Bonor-Ebert spheres: set-up
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β = (rotation energy)/(gravitational energy)

• sink formation density: 1012cm-3

• maximum AMR level: 13

• minimum cells per one Jeans length: 8

• initial density profile:

BE sphere

= 0.003, 0.01, 0.1

• initial rigid rotation:

1.2 x Bonor-Ebert sphere (T=200K)

3x106 AU

→ minimum cell size: 6 AU



Tests for collapse of rotational 
BE spheres: β = 0.01 case
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sink mass evolution

Σ(XY)

nH (XZ) nH (XY)

T (XY)

yH2 (XY)



Tests for collapse of rotating BE spheres: 
β = 0.003 & 0.1 cases
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β= 0.1β=0.003

Σ(XY) Σ(XY)



Tests for collapse of rotating 
BE spheres: rad. FB test
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radiation ON

case of β=0.1

• Test radiation FB by turning 
on radiation at some time

• Assume strong radiation from 
each sink particle

← Pop III star with 100 Msun & 10-3 Msun/yr

blue: density

red: EUV



SUMMARY & FUTURE PLAN
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Summary

20

Current status

• to perform simulations from cosmological 
initial conditions

The Astrophysical Journal, 781:60 (22pp), 2014 February 1 Hirano et al.
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Figure 2. Number of dark matter halos that host star-forming gas clouds.
The histogram shows the distribution of redshifts when the central gas density
reaches ∼106 cm−3. The histograms are colored according to the virial masses
using the color scale displayed at the top.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

SPH cosmological simulations to follow the formation of the
primordial gas clouds that gravitationally collapse in the center
of dark matter halos. The histogram in Figure 2 shows that our
sample of 110 dark matter halos has a wide range of masses
Mvirial = 105–106 M⊙ distributed over redshifts z = 35–11,
most of which are at z = 20–15. Figure 3 shows an example of
the resulting gas density concentrations arising in five such dark
matter halos together with insets of their zoomed-in structure,

Table 2
Evolutionary Paths

Path Ṁ Nsample
(M⊙ yr−1)

P1 KH Contracting protostar <0.004 67
P2 Oscillating protostar >0.0041 31
P3 Supergiant protostar >0.042 12

Notes. Column 2: accretion rate for each path, and Column 3: the
number of stars in our sample.
References. (1) Omukai & Palla 2003; (2) Hosokawa et al. 2012a.

represented by white circles corresponding to 1 pc. As expected,
the five clouds have different structures of density, velocity, and
temperature. The resulting stellar masses are also different as
indicated in the figure.

After the formation of a protostellar core at the center of
the collapsing cloud, we switch to the 2D RHD calculations
for each individual dark matter halo and follow the evolution
during the later accretion stages. Figure 4 shows snapshots from
three of our examined cases, which exemplify the three different
evolutionary paths (P1, P2, and P3). We see that in each case
a bipolar Hii region forms (Figure 4(a)), which subsequently
grows at varying rates as the stellar mass increases. The mass
accretion onto the protostar is finally shut off by the strong UV
radiative feedback caused by the dynamical expansion of the Hii
region (Figure 4(c); see also Hosokawa et al. 2011). Figure 5
shows the distribution of the final stellar masses obtained in
our simulations (a summary is given in Table 2). We see a
large scatter of resulting stellar masses, ranging from 9.9 M⊙

Figure 3. Projected gas density distribution at z = 25 in one of our cosmological simulations. We show five primordial star-forming clouds in a cube of 15 kpc on a
side. The circles show the zoom-in to the central 1 pc region of the clouds at the respective formation epoch. The masses of the first stars formed in these clouds are
60, 76, 125, 303, and 343 M⊙, respectively.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Hirano+14
Pop III binary formation from Big Bang!

Aim of the project

Future plan

• simulating Pop III binary formation

• development of code with AMR + Pop III phys. + RT almost done

• testing the code with a problem of collapse of rotational BE sphere

• to make sure that the code properly calculates 
the radiation feedback from protostars


